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Abstract 
 

Taking inspiration from Goffman’s work on the presentation of self, from work on register formation 
and from critiques of interviews, this paper looks at how one bureaucrat, Ismail, presents himself as an 
exemplary bureaucrat and leader through the moving of backstage signs to a frontstage performance in 
my interview with him. Drawing on our interview, I point to how Ismail’s talk resonates with widely 
circulating and unflattering registers of bureaucratic personhood that were formed through the imitation 
of metasemiotic commentaries found in World Bank reports about good governance, and subsequent 
imitations of these within the Indonesian central bureaucracy and a local newspaper. Through my 
analysis of this data, I show how Ismail presents himself as someone who is an expert leader and 
mentor who is corruption-free. In doing so, I will be concerned with how he builds this persona via the 
use of represented talk which adds authenticity to his accounts of self, while ultimately blurring the 
boundary between front and back stages.  

 
 
Introduction 

Goffman (1969 [1959]) has observed that presenting self in everyday life is part of a team 
performance that has both front and back stages. Performances of self are moderated by 
commentaries about the social value of “given off” signs, whether by an audience or those 
involved in making a performance convincing to the audience (Goffman, 1969 [1959]). 
Taking up on these insights into impression management, anthropologists have focused on 
how fieldworker-subject relations might relate to the broader context in which fieldwork is 
carried out (e.g. Berreman, 2012 [1963]; Crapanzano, 2012 [2010]; Csordas, 2012 [2007]; 
Hume & Mulcock, 2004; Robben, 2012 [1995]; Wagley, 2012 [1960]). Linguistic 
anthropologists have conceptualized this broader context in terms of language ideologies, 
registers, chronotopes, and scale (e.g. Agha, 2007; Blommaert, 2015; Kroskrity, 2000; 
Lempert & Perrino, 2007; Schieffelin, Woolard, & Kroskrity, 1998). They have explored 
these broader contexts with reference to metasemiotic commentaries about the social value of 
embodied practices and representations thereof as well as the uptake and imitation of these 
commentaries (e.g. Agha, 2007; Inoue, 2006; Lempert, 2014; Silverstein & Urban, 1996; 
Urban, 2001).  

This paper examines an Indonesian civil servant’s performance of self in interviews and how 
these relate to metasemiotic commentaries about the social value of bureaucratic personhood 
in Indonesia. My empirical focus will be metasemiotic commentaries from international 
reports, government documents, newspaper reports, and their apparent uptake in an interview 
I conducted during fieldwork in Indonesia between 2003-2004. Some of the most common 
commentaries across these different communicative events related to incompetent leadership, 
inefficiency, ineffectiveness, and corruption. I will show how one bureaucrat, Ismail, draws 
on these emerging registers of social value to present himself as someone who is an expert 
leader and a model bureaucrat. 

 

Metasemiotic commentaries about bureaucratic selves 

The constant push for capital accumulation and its relationships with market saturation, 
neoliberal-inspired practices, and the commodification of everything, including self and 
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language practices, is now widely discussed and documented across the humanities and social 
sciences (e.g. Harvey, 2005; Heller, Bell, Daveluy, McLaughlin, & Noel, 2015; McElhinny, 
2010; Tsing, 2005; Wallerstein, 2004). Of particular relevance to this paper is the movement 
of back stage performances into an economically-valued front stage arena. For example, 
McElhinny (2012: 250) points to how turning worker-employee relations into kinship ones 
enables the extraction of unpaid work. 

Like elsewhere in the world, Indonesians have experienced sustained pressures to change 
their everyday practices to become ‘modern’, ‘developed’ subjects, a process that started in 
the Dutch colonial era (e.g. Errington, 1998a; Kuipers, 1998; Moriyama, 2005; Stoler, 1995). 
Since the late 1960s the IMF and World Bank have increasingly become part of this constant 
pressure to reconfigure Indonesian life-worlds (Ricklefs, 1981). The period between the mid-
1990s and the mid-2000s is of special note because of the impact of IMF and World Bank 
policies and practices in the domains of politics, finance, energy, and governance (e.g. 
Aspinall & Fealy, 2003; Lindsey & Dick, 2002; McLeod & MacIntyre, 2007; Tsing, 2005).  

IMF and World Bank survey-based reports about the need for good governance (e.g. Poverty 
reduction and economic management unit, 2003) received various levels of uptake within the 
Indonesian government and within everyday bureaucratic communication in the early 2000s 
(e.g. Firman, 2008; Lindsey & Dick, 2002; McLeod & MacIntyre, 2007; Rohdewohld, 2003; 
Tjiptoherijanto, 2008). These reports were essentially metasemiotic commentaries produced 
in authoritative one-to-many participation frameworks which devalued bureaucrats and their 
practices via exhortations to be more responsive, more efficient, more accountable, 
corruption-free, and more management-minded. For bosses, there were additional 
commentaries, such as those found in the 2002 report to the cabinet by the State Minister for 
Administrative Reform which, in addition to the above, listed lack of structured supervision 
and accountability procedures as serious shortcomings (Rohdewohld, 2003: 265).  

 
Diagram 1    Online newspaper representations of bureaucratic personhood 

 
 

During the 2003-2004 presidential campaigns, imitations of these metasemiotic 
commentaries circulated as part of political campaigning via exhortations about the need for 
bureaucratic accountability (Tomsa, 2012). During this time these issues also became very 
prominent in the local and national newspaper media. To get some sense of just how often 
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these ideas were repeated in the local public sphere during the period of my fieldwork, we 
can look at the on-line front page stories of the Semarang based newspaper, Suara Merdeka 
“Voice of Freedom”. In 2013, and with the help of a research assistant, we browsed the front 
pages of a few thousand on-line stories from the 2003-2004 period and downloaded those that 
were about the bureaucracy and corruption. Diagram 1 provides a view of the number of 
negative stories about bureaucrats relative to other stories during this period.  

Many of these stories repeated the themes about bureaucratic personhood found in the 2002 
reports submitted by the Ministry of Administrative Reform. For example, there were regular 
headlines and stories about corruption and lack of accountability procedures (Anonymous, 
2003a, 2003c). There were also many stories about inefficient and ineffective processes 
(Amirudin, 2003; Anonymous, 2003b, 2003d). Each of these specific commentaries were 
imitated or were imitations of earlier commentaries, helping to form emerging registers of 
bureaucratic personhood. 

 

Aligning with registers of bureaucratic personhood via performances of multiple selves  

Interviews have received sustained scholarly attention for many reasons, but especially 
because they are often seen as purely a site for gathering referential information rather than 
entailing a performance of self, that are tied to interviewees’ own agendas and wider 
circulating discourses (e.g. Briggs, 1986; De Fina & Perrino, 2011; Koven, 2014; Modan & 
Shuman, 2011; Slembrouck, 2011).  Here I will address both concerns – i.e. the referential or 
“given” information and the performance or “given off” information (Goffman, 1969 [1959]) 
– by examining how Ismail aligns with a number of emergent registers of bureaucratic 
personhood, while also pursuing a more general agenda of convincing me of his leadership 
expertise. 

The interview I focus on in this section was the first interview that I recorded with Ismail. 
Initially, I was informally introduced to Ismail and his department via a colleague who 
worked at a local university in August 2003. I began visiting this office and chatting with 
Ismail and his staff throughout the day, but soon decided that the least imposing visits were 
ones made in the last hour or so of work. The interview I examine here was recorded in early 
November 2003 after I had been hanging around the office for about an hour listening to and 
observing conversational interactions. There were a number of features of Ismail’s talk that 
struck me as rather different to the interviews I had conducted with two other head of 
departments and some of Ismail’s staff in the months prior to this interview. First, Ismail 
regularly emphasized his practices as exemplary leadership practices. My prior experiences in 
Indonesia suggested that this type of self-promotion would often be seen as socially 
inappropriate. Second, Ismail regularly performed his interactions with staff as a way of 
convincing me of his exemplary-ness.  

Excerpt 1 represents Ismail’s response to my first question about how language might figure 
in socialization processes in the office, which I formulated on the fly. To keep the extract 
short I have deleted the beginning of the interview. The import of this excerpt is how Ismail 
presents a self that engages in supervision of staff via giving tasks and holding meetings, 
while also performing this self.  
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Excerpt 1 I mentor my staff and hold meetings, something not often done by others 
 
Ismail 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

dan saya menyiapkan kaderisasi sudah 
lapis ketiga (3.0) kapanpun saya pindah 
dari sini . saya sudah punya calon 
pengganti dari satu di antara tiga kasubag 
(5.0) jadi tiga kasubag di asistan staf .  itu 
sudah ada penggantinya semua . itu sudah 
saya siapin . 

And I prepare [them] for the third level 
[of management]. Whenever I leave from 
here I will already have a replacement 
candidate, from, one from amongst the 
three sub-section heads. So that the three 
sub-section heads [also] have 
replacements from their staff. I have 
already prepared for this.  

Zane 

8 he em he em he em . Yes, yes, yes. 

Ismail 

9 
10 
11 
12 
13 

dan itu prosesnya a penyiapan itu tidak 
secara khusus . tapi sambil sambil jalan 
proses . dengan lemparan lemparan 
pekerjaan . iki  tolong dirampungi . iki  
tolong selesaikan =  

And that process, um, of preparation is 
not done formally, but while, while [we] 
work, [I] give out tasks “please get this 
done, please finish this” 

Zane 

14                             = he em he em . Yes, yes. 

Ismail 

15 
16 
17 
18 

pada saat dia melaksanakan itu sering 
saya mengadakan rapat staf.  itu juga 
jarang dilakukan birokrat . saya rapat staf 
itu hampir dua minggu sekali .  

During the time he/she does these [tasks] I 
often hold a staff meeting, [something] 
which is rarely done by bureaucrats, I 
hold a staff meeting almost every two 
weeks. 

Me 

19 he e:m .  Yes. 

Ismail 

20 meting staf . khusus bagian saya =  A staff meeting, specifically for my 
section. 

 

The talk in excerpt 1 represents the start of a series of presentations of exemplary selves. 
Here Ismail positions his practices and thus himself as exemplary through his report of 
holding staff meetings every two weeks, something that he suggests is rare among his 
colleagues (lines 16-17). My line of questioning also provides Ismail with an opportunity to 
position his practices in relation to emerging registers of bureaucratic personhood (e.g. the 
ministerial and newspaper metasemiotic commentaries about bureaucrats discussed in the 
previous section, especially the need for training). What is interesting here is how Ismail 
performs this presentation of self. In this case, and in subsequent excerpts, we see that Ismail 
supports his claims of mentoring through the use of represented speech (lines 12-13), which 
provides a window, albeit a represented one, of his interactional practices in the back stages 
of bureaucratic life.  
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The use of represented speech achieves a chronotopic shift with reference to his prior 
description of his actions. The initial talk anchors me and Ismail in the interview timeframe 
(lines 1-12), while the subsequent use of ngoko Javanese deictic iki “this” (line 12 in bold 
font) helps bring about a chronotopic shift. There are a number of ways this usage helps 
achieve this shift, but of import here is ngoko Javanese’s relationship with intimate social 
relations that typically happen backstage and away from interaction involving a researcher. 
This use of Javanese is linked to his report of his requests tolong dirampungi “please 
finalize” and tolong selesaikan “please finish”, which provide an example of Ismail enacting 
these management practices by transporting Ismail into the past as the one engaging in the 
practice and asking for things to be finished. In doing so, he also transports me there as a 
witness to these practices.  

In excerpt 2 we see how Ismail’s talk resonates with discourses about corrupt bureaucrats 
insofar as he presents a self that is not corrupt. As with excerpt 1, Ismail’s presentation of self 
is supported via a performance of his back stage interactions with other civil servants.  

 
Excerpt 2 I am not corrupt 
 
Ismail 

1 
2 
3 
4 

>makanya> . kalau . pak zane ke rumah 
saya . saya bilang rumah saya gubug . 
#setingkat esjlon saya::# (1.0) itu 
rumahnya harus tingkat . [ standarnya =  

So if you [come] to my house, I would 
say my house is ramshackle. Others at my 
level, have to have two-stories houses, 
that is the standard. 

Researcher 

5 
6 

                                         [ hm              
hm:: =            

I see, I see. 

Ismail 

7         = di semua kabag itu (laughs) =  In all the [other] heads of department. 

Researcher 

8 
9 

                                                       = hm:: 
[ heeh heeh = 

I see, yes, yes. 

Ismail 

10 
11 

[ gitu (laughs) . tapi rumah saya biasa 
biasa saja = 

It is like that. But my house is very plain. 

Researcher 

12                 = he eh he eh (1.1) Yes, go on. 

Ismail 

13 
14 
15 
16 
17 

#karena# saya bekerja . me::motto motto 
jawa . jadi >orang jawa toh ada motto 
nya> begini . >anda bekerja . pertanyaan 
pertama . ini anda cari jenang apa 
jeneng> . 

Because I work using the Javanese motto, 
so Javanese you know have a motto like 
this “You are at work, the first question is 
are you after a name or a sweet?” 

One minute of talk is deleted, where I ask about the difference between jeneng and jenang 
and where Ismail explains that those who seek money are like those who seek something 
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sweet, but will not have a good name. In contrast, if you seek a good name, money will 
follow, although not a lot. Ismail notes that his motto is “cari jenang” (seek a good name) 
and because of that he helps anyone who asks.  

Ismail 

18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 

>saya yakin suatu saat dia punya gawé 
dia punya program dia punya proyek> . 
butuh orang pemda (1.0) >kenapa susah 
susah ning kono ono wong sing enteng 
entengan ono wong sing gampangan ono 
wong sing apikan> . Ismail (laughs) 

I am certain that next time he 
[acquaintances just named] have some 
sort of event or a program or project and 
they need a local government person, 
[they will think] “Why go through hassles 
when [we] have someone who is easy 
going, someone who is easy [to work 
with], there is a great person, Ismail.” 

 
In the talk in excerpt 2, Ismail presents himself as someone who is not interested in personal 
enrichment, unlike other bureaucrats and heads of department, which is evidenced by his 
simple house (lines 1-11). He justifies this practice by first citing his belief in a Javanese 
philosophy that people should be interested in making a good name for themselves, rather 
than trying to enrich themselves (line 13 onwards). He clarifies this further by saying that 
once a person has a good name (done by being helpful and accommodating to all), then some 
additional money will follow. In representing himself as someone who has enacted this 
philosophy, he sees the benefits of such an approach as making him the first person to be 
approached when there is a problem to be solved (lines 18-23). The way he does this has both 
similarities and differences with his talk in excerpt 1. 

The way he presents self is similar insofar as he follows an account with represented talk that 
brings about a chronotopic shift. This shift, which again brings backstage information to the 
frontstage, is achieved via a change in tempo (line 20) and the use of ngoko Javanese to 
report the thoughts of a number of his acquaintances (lines 21-23). This talk is also similar to 
his earlier accounts insofar as it also positions Ismail in a positive way in relation to widely 
circulating registers about corrupt bureaucrats. This chronotopic shift differs to his earlier 
shifts because it is both about others’ thoughts and because these thoughts are directly about 
Ismail’s exemplary-ness, rather than an example of him enacting his exemplary practices.1  

In the final excerpt (3), Ismail presents a disciplining self that seems to resonate with material 
found in the World Bank report about corruption being partly caused by bosses who never 
train or discipline their staff, and with local newspaper reports about inefficient civil servants. 
The talk below occurs after Ismail tells me about his expectations about overtime and that his 
staff are socialized to make team decisions when overtime is needed and how this is linked to 
a functioning department, staff career development, and strategies that he uses when staff 
don’t keep promises to work on specific projects. In the immediately prior utterance he lists 
one of his sub-section heads, Bagus, as an example and notes that he invited him to lunch to 
talk about major problems that his actions had caused. 

 
Excerpt 3 I train my staff to be disciplined, hardworking and honest 
 
1 
2 

kalau dia melakukan hal yang sangat 
prinsip dan itu nanti akan membuat dia 

If he does something that is really serious 
and it is going to damage his ability to 

                                                 
1 Errington (1998b) analyses similar phenomena in rural Java. 
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3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

cacat>. kinerjanya . karena dia kader . 
>saya tidak ingin itu terjadi> . saya bawa 
keluar . +mas+ kowé iki  loh wis 
dikandani mbolak mbalik . #(??? apa 
kuwi )# +tolong+ . iki  demi kowé . saya 
saya . demi kamu bukan untuk saya . 

work well, I will take him outside [of the 
office] “Brother [Bagus] you have 
already been told many times, ??? what 
was that?  Please this is for your [own 
good]” I, I, “for you not for me”. 

Researcher 

9 heem . Yes. 

Ismail 

10 +apa sih+ . pamrihku .  “What is the benefit for me?”  

Researcher 

11 heem . Yes. 

 Ismail 

12 
13 

kowé meh cepluk meh ngene yo . itu 
resikomu . saya ngga punya apa apa . 

“You want to be crazy you want to do 
this yeah, that is your own risk, and there 
is nothing in it for me”. 

Researcher 

14 heem . Yes. 

Ismail 

15 
16 

tapi karena ini #kamu# . untuk karir . 
untuk pengganti saya .  

“But because this is you, for [your] 
career, to become my replacement”.  

Zane 

17 heem . Yes. 

Ismail 

18 ya kamu ya harus jadi orang hebat .  “You must become great.” 

Zane 

19 heem . Yes. 

Ismail 

20 +harus lebih hebat dari saya+ .  “[you] must be even better than me.”  

Zane 

21 heem . Yes. 

Ismail 

22 saya selalu begitu . I always [give that advice]. 
 

In excerpt 3 Ismail presents a self that is concerned about the overall professional 
development of his staff in the context of how he deals with major transgressions that could 
impact on a staff’s career trajectory. As with his earlier presentations of self, here Ismail uses 
represented interactions with these staff members as a way of performing this particular self. 
Many of the same features used to achieve a chronotopic shift in previous excerpts are used 
here, including change in volume (indicated by + in line 5). He also uses backstage ngoko 
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Javanese forms (lines 5-7, 12), and the use of terms for an intimate you (e.g. mas “you”, 
kowé “you”, kamu “you”, mu “you/your”) in lines 5, 7, 8, 12, 15, and 18, which contrast with 
other forms of reference Ismail has used to address me (typically Pak “Mr.”). Note that in this 
excerpt Ismail’s account of a backstage interaction with Bagus is quite long. In order to 
indicate that he is still in this backstage or story world he uses imitations – not replication as 
precise copy – of prior utterances (indicated with an underline) including an intimate you in 
lines 5, 7-8, 10, 12-13, 15 and 18. Note, too, that this talk essentially presents a self who is 
nothing like the models of bureaucratic personhood that were circulating at the time. 

 

Conclusion 

Goffman (1969 [1959]) has observed that performing a self who is engaged in work or other 
activities often relies upon “given off” semiotic forms, that there is a distinction between 
semiotic forms that belong on the frontstage and backstage, and that metasemiotic 
commentaries help ensure that forms stay on the appropriate stage. Some fifty years later 
scholars have shown these distinctions to be a bit more blurry, with backstage forms and 
practices being found or encouraged to move to the frontstage and vice versa as wider 
valuation projects come and go, a common case being revival of tradition movements that are 
found worldwide (Davidson & Henley, 2007).  

Linguistic anthropology has its own ways of looking at this movement, including via close 
analysis of talk, which show how backstage material is brought to the frontstage through the 
use of represented talk (among other things), and how this talk is subsequently interpreted 
and/or commented on by participants (De Fina & Perrino, 2011; Lempert & Perrino, 2007; 
Ochs & Capps, 2001; Tannen, 1989). Scholars working on mass-mediated metasemiotic 
commentaries as examples of and objects for imitation provide similar insights about these 
blurred boundaries and how social value accrues to the language practices commented upon 
(Agha, 2007; Inoue, 2006). Both streams of scholarship also point to how these two types of 
communicative activity are connected (Inoue, 2006; Slembrouck, 2011; Tsing, 2005), often 
in unexpected ways or in ways where we only get tastes or traces of indexical links in the 
Bakhtinian (1981: 293) sense.  

In this paper I have looked at the blurred boundaries between frontstages and backstages in 
an interview with a career bureaucrat, Ismail. I have done this by showing how he brings 
backstage information to the frontstage as he performs a series of selves that help construct a 
particular work self, namely an exemplary leader. These selves contrast with widely 
circulating and unflattering registers of bureaucratic personhood that were formed through 
the imitation of metasemiotic commentaries found in government reports and local 
newspapers, whose origo could be traced to World Bank and IMF reports. These 
commentaries revalued bureaucratic personhood in the public sphere. Prior to 1998, being a 
civil servant was a respected and sought after profession, whereas by 2003 it was still sought 
after but no longer respected. I showed how Ismail inhabits this persona through the use of 
represented speech which transports me, as a type of witness, from the “here and now” of the 
interview to the “there and then” of the events he describes. These chronotopic shifts were 
facilitated through the use of a range of semiotic features including tempo, volume, 
alternation from Indonesian to ngoko Javanese, the use of different terms of self and other 
reference, and repetition.  

In line with De Fina’s and Perrino’s (2011) general observation about interview data, we can 
say that interviews are rich sites for accessing both referential and indexical information. To 
this, and in line with Goffman (1969 [1959]), we can add that as a form of impression 
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management, the presentation of self examined here is also a presentation of Ismail’s 
emerging interpretation of who I might be. This type of reflexive attention to performance in 
interviews can provide some empirical evidence of our emerging fieldwork relations, which 
despite regular invitations to focus on both information and performance in interviews (e.g. 
Briggs, 1986, 2007), nevertheless remains an under-investigated aspect in anthropological 
treatments of fieldwork relations (e.g. Crapanzano, 2012 [2010]; Csordas, 2012 [2007]; 
Hume & Mulcock, 2004; Marcus, 1998; Robben, 2012 [1995]). 
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